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Abstract

I document a hidden but substantial cost associated with the liquidity transforma-

tion that corporate bond exchange-traded funds (ETFs) provide. When creating new

shares, authorized participants (APs) deliver a subset of the portfolio of bonds that un-

derlie a corporate bond ETF. This subset contains bonds that realize low future returns,

reducing ETF performance by 48 basis points per annum. This loss in performance

cannot be attributed to forgone compensation for risk or illiquidity, but instead results

from APs utilizing information regarding future changes in bond values to strategically

deliver bonds when those bonds are expected to realize poor performance in the near

future.
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1 Introduction

The ETF market is large and growing rapidly. Between 2010 and 2020, ETF assets under

management increased from 1.3 to 7.7 trillion dollars. By 2021, ETFs surpassed passive

index-tracking mutual funds in size. This growth was supported by the creation of nu-

merous new funds that hold illiquid assets such as corporate bonds. Despite underlying

asset illiquidity, ETFs remain relatively liquid, providing a valuable liquidity transformation

service.

Under standard share-creation rules, ETFs utilize in-kind exchange of all underlying

assets to allow Authorized Participants (APs) to conduct trades that arbitrage differences

in ETF net asset values (NAVs) and secondary-market prices. Underlying asset illiquidity

presents a challenge to ETF security design: ETF managers believe that standard creation

rules coupled with portfolios that consist of numerous illiquid assets will prevent APs from

conducting arbitrage trades that are necessary to improve ETF price efficiency. Corporate

bond ETF managers therefore allow APs to deliver only a subset of the assets in portfolios

that ETFs wish to track. These rule modifications embed a hidden cost that ETF investors

incur in a manner not previously recognized by the literature. Share creations shift ETF

holdings in a way that overweights delivered assets and underweights undelivered assets.

I investigate whether bonds delivered to ETFs by APs subsequently underperform and to

what extent this contributes to fund underperformance.

APs deliver corporate bonds that underperform bonds that are held by the same ETF

that are not delivered during the creation process by 2.4 basis points. This causes ETFs

on average to underperform their stated benchmarks following a creation event by 1.4 basis

points. Given the frequent occurrence of creations within my sample, this results in a 48

basis-point-per-annum cost to the average corporate bond fund, which is higher than the 35

basis point average net expense ratio reported by the same funds. The valuable liquidity

transformation provided by corporate bond ETFs is therefore not a “free lunch.” I document

a novel trade-off that ETF managers face. By allowing their APs greater flexibility, ETF
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managers encourage APs to more aggressively arbitrage tracking errors to the benefit of ETF

investors while simultaneously allowing APs to interact strategically with ETF portfolios at

the expense of ETF investors. My sample consists of funds that manage over 200 billion

dollars in assets in 2019 and the mechanism described applies as well to other classes of

ETFs that also utilize modified creation rules.

My empirical strategy leverages the fact that bonds delivered by APs to ETFs are accom-

panied by a natural control population: bonds held by the same ETFs but are not delivered

during that specific creation event. Using this natural control group, bond fixed effects,

fund-by-date fixed effects, and additional controls, I estimate the performance of delivered

bonds relative to that of undelivered bonds in periods around deliveries versus the relative

performance of those same bonds during periods that lack deliveries. My empirical method is

similar to a differences-in-differences framework. This identification approach illustrates that

delivered bonds do not underperform simply because ETFs hold low-risk or high-liquidity

subsets of underlying benchmarks and receive lower compensation for their lower risk. In-

stead, ETF holdings shift in the time series and ETFs increase holdings in bonds when the

short-term future return on those bonds is expected to be lower.

To estimate the size of such the hidden cost that is borne at the fund level, I estimate the

performance of ETFs relative to that of their stated benchmarks conditional on experiencing

a creation event relative to the performance of the same ETF when it does not experience

a creation event. Specifically, I calculate spreads between ETF performance and underlying

benchmark changes and regress them on a binary variable that indicates whether a creation

event occurred. By investigating relative performance spreads with high-dimensional fixed

effects, I am able to rule out many alternative explanations. Most importantly, I can reject

the null hypothesis that such performance can be explained solely by the arbitrage motive

for APs’ trades and deliveries. The arbitrage trading that share creations are designed to

facilitate implies that differences in long-run spreads should be mean zero. While arbitrage

opportunities are still of the first order in APs’ trade decisions and in explaining the time-
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series of spreads, I document a two-month underperformance that cannot be explained by

arbitrage opportunities alone and instead represents the manifestation of a hidden cost.

I also investigate the underlying mechanism by which delivered bonds underperform. I

consider two main sources of bond performance that embed the cost ETFs incur. First, asset

values used during settlement may not accurately reflect underlying market-microstructure

dynamics and may allow APs to settle with temporarily over-valued assets. Second, APs may

utilize information, such as bond momentum or private information inferred from their own

balance sheets in related market-making businesses, to predict future changes in asset values

and offload securities that will be more costly to hold on their balance sheets. While both

mechanisms make similar predictions of post-delivery underperformance by delivered bonds,

they make contrasting predictions regarding pre-delivery performance. Bonds underperform

prior to delivery, consistent with the utilization by APs of public and private information that

is not reflected in asset values. Lastly, I consider one possible source of information: order

flows from dealers related market making business. Consistent with the nexus of information

being informed customers, I observe aggregate inventories raise in the week before a bond is

delivered to an ETF but fall on the date of delivery.

I perform a number of robustness exercises that confirm the finding of a hidden cost. First,

instead of relying on the idea that APs are incentivized to arbitrage cumulative spreads

to mean zero over long horizons, I control for the main determinants of APs’ arbitrage

opportunities: premiums and discounts. In so doing, I isolate the spread dynamics that

are attributable to the hidden cost and find them to be significant. Second, I consider

spreads between the performance of ETFs’ portfolios and that of underlying indexes. Since

the hidden cost results from the fact that corporate bond ETFs hold portfolios that differ

from target benchmarks, underperformance should be observable in NAVs, not only in the

secondary-market prices of ETFs. Third, I show that ETF characteristics such as underlying

liquidity and the size of a creation basket predict the size of the hidden cost, a finding

that is consistent with the mechanism I posit. Last, I utilize ETFs that hold US equity
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in companies with large market capitalization (Large-Cap ETFs) that require all assets to

be delivered during creation events as a sample for falsification tests. I find no empirical

evidence of fund underperformance in this class of ETFs during creation events, a finding

that is consistent with the idea that the hypothesized hidden cost drives corporate bond

ETF underperformance.

My paper contributes to three major strands of literature. First, I contribute to the liter-

ature that investigates the costs of liquidity transformation in the investment management

industry. In open-end mutual funds, entering-and-exiting investors demand for liquidity re-

sults in transaction costs that are borne by all investors (Edelen (1999)). These costs rise in

the presence of stale NAVs. Investors can time their entry and exit decisions strategically

at the expense of other investors (Chalmers et al. (2001)). The accuracy of NAVs attracted

particular attention in the late 1990s and early 2000s, but has received renewed scrutiny

with regard to fixed-income mutual funds (Zitzewitz (2006) and Choi et al. (2022)). It is

commonly believed that the ETF mechanism design protects ETF buy-and-hold investors

from the liquidity demands of other investors.1 I document that many ETFs consistently

pay a large cost for liquidity transformation in a manner that has not been recognized pre-

viously in the literature. This cost is not evident in tracking errors or premiums because

such metrics describe the relative performance of ETF NAVs and secondary-market prices,

while the cost instead arises as a result of wedges between ETF and benchmark portfolios.

Additionally, because ETF creations are settled using the values that determine NAVs, this

cost is theoretically larger in the presence of inaccurate bond pricing.

Prior literature has also considered implicit costs associated with the liquidity transfor-

mation that ETFs provide. In doing so, academics and policymakers have overwhelmingly

focused on the potential for financial fragility in ETFs. Inspired by canonical models such

as that proposed in Diamond and Dybvig (1983) and theoretical understanding of fragility

1For example, etf.com states that the “system is inherently more fair than the way mutual funds operate.
In mutual funds, existing shareholders pay the price when new investors put money to work in a fund, because
the fund bears the trading expense. In ETFs, those costs are borne by the AP (and later by the individual
investor looking to enter or exit the fund).” (ETF.com (2021)).
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in open-end mutual funds (e.g. Chen et al. (2010a)), many have considered whether ETF

portfolios may be exposed to runs (see Pan and Zeng (2019); Dannhauser and Hoseinzade

(2021); Haddad et al. (2020); and Ma et al. (2020)). Runs may result in persistent periods

of mispricing, impacts on underlying asset markets, or spillovers to related asset markets.

In its focus on financial fragility, the literature has overlooked another large and important

cost: rule modifications necessary in face of underlying asset illiquidity result in performance

drags on ETFs borne in good times. While they are theoretically plausible, the realization

of permanent costs that are borne by buy-and-hold ETF investors due to financial fragility

have been difficult to document empirically. The cost introduced in this paper has already

been incurred and is shown empirically to be high. Koont et al. (2022) consider a similar

trade-off faced by ETF managers when transforming liquidity. Theoretically, ETF managers

accept deviations from the benchmark portfolio despite increased volatility of benchmarked

performance in exchange for greater AP activity. I document that the deviations also on

average lower the mean of benchmarked performance.

Second, since Jensen (1968), a strand of literature has assessed the relationship between

flows in the investment-management industry and the subsequent performance of investment

funds. Although such tests were originally interpreted as pertaining to the assessment of

both the skills of investment managers and the rationality of investors in delegating capital

to those managers, drawing inferences from such tests is difficult, for two reasons. First,

if active management experiences decreasing returns to scale, in equilibrium flows will not

predict future performance despite being motivated by managers possessing skills (Berk and

Green (2004)). Second, open-end mutual funds must engage in transactions when they

experience flows that incur transaction costs (Edelen (1999)). Despite such challenges, a

number of papers have investigated the relationship between flows and future performance,

often after accounting for transaction costs (for example, see Zheng (1999); Daniel et al.

(1997); Wermers (2000); Edelen and Warner (2001); Frazzini and Lamont (2008); and Friesen

and Sapp (2007)). I introduce a mechanism that relates ETF flows to short-run future
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performance in a manner that is consistent with Edelen (1999).2 My paper introduces the

need for work that assesses the market-timing ability of ETF investors to account for indirect

costs of flows (akin to the mutual fund literature’s accounting for transaction costs).

In related work, researchers have advocated utilizing investment-management flows as

proxies for non-rational shifts in investor demand curves. Numerous studies have shown that

investment-management flows are predictive of underlying asset returns (See for example Sirri

and Tufano (1998); Coval and Stafford (2007); Frazzini and Lamont (2008); Ben-Rephael

et al. (2012); Ben-David et al. (2018); Dannhauser (2017); and Doan (2020)). Specifically,

ETF flows have been shown to negatively predict future fund and underlying asset returns

(Brown et al. (2021)). Prior literature has failed to identify rational-agent-based explanations

and instead has posited that flows act as a proxy for investor sentiment when explaining

such return predictability.3 I introduce for the first time a fully rational mechanism that

relates ETF flows to short-term future returns. I also present new evidence pertaining to the

relationship between ETF flows and future performance, as I measure performance as spreads

between fund and benchmark returns rather than raw returns. Demand shocks suggested

in the relevant prior literature would impact both ETF and underlying asset markets and

thus would not be observable in spreads. The mechanisms I introduce also suggest an

alternative explanation for a portion of the short-term return predictability that has been

documented previously and helps to reconcile the return predictability documented in the

sample utilized in Brown et al. (2021) and the lack of return predictability in the sample

utilized by Dannhauser and Pontiff (2019): The former sample includes leveraged ETFs and

exchange-traded notes that are more likely to use partial creation baskets or cash settlement.

2Edelen (1999) finds a relationship between flows and contemporaneous returns at a frequency of six
months. I show that daily flows are associated with the following month’s daily returns. The difference
between focusing on contemporaneous and focusing on future returns reflects the different frequency that I
utilize for estimation.

3Studies also investigate the relationship between past returns and future flows, (see e.g. Ippolito (1992)
and Berk and Green (2004)). Clifford et al. (2014) and Dannhauser and Pontiff (2019) present evidence that
flow-to-performance is stronger in ETFs than in active investment products, which is hard for many rational
models to reconcile. My paper does not shed light on this empirical relationship to past returns and instead
investigates the relationship between flows and contemporaneous or future returns.
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In summary, I present a novel mechanism that helps to rationalize previous puzzles regarding

the information content of ETF flows.

Third, my paper contributes to a very new and growing strand of literature that considers

the incentives imposed by rules governing ETF creations. ETF managers face trade-offs when

attempting to minimize tracking errors: flexibility encourages more creation and redemption

activity and thus smaller premiums and discounts but shifts their portfolio away from target

benchmarks and thus may increase the volatility of benchmarked performance (Koont et al.

(2022)). On the other side of the transaction, APs may behave strategically to utilize

the implicit liquidity provided by the share-creation process to offload inventory in periods

of market turmoil after experiencing balance-sheet shocks. Such behavior could expose

ETF portfolios to financial fragility (Pan and Zeng (2019)). Conversely, when markets are

stressed, ETF managers may wish to avoid redemptions as their sale of received bonds may

lower bond values and exacerbate balance sheet constraints. APs may thus help prevent fire

sales in underlying bond markets (Shim and Todorov (2021)). While AP and ETF-manager

incentives carry implications for financial fragility, I demonstrate that they also embed a

consistent cost that is borne outside periods of market stress. This cost is motivated by the

same strategic considerations that occupy APs as those discussed in Pan and Zeng (2019)

but result in new and novel effects. The complimentary findings mirror those reported in the

mutual fund literature. Pan and Zeng (2019) illustrate that ETFs face the same financial

fragility theorized in Chen et al. (2010b) while I illustrate that ETF investors can pay

consistent rents in a manner similar to those described by Chalmers et al. (2001). While stale

values may benefit ETF managers when markets are stressed (Shim and Todorov (2021)),

they impose a large and offsetting cost during normal times. My paper suggests that, even if

financial fragility is not empirically likely, APs’ incentives to interact strategically with ETF

portfolios at the expense ETF investors must be considered when evaluating the liquidity

transformation that ETFs provide.

In addition to these contributions to the academic literature, my paper also bears direct
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implications for policymakers and ETF managers. First, as discussed previously, my paper

is the first to establish that ETF performance is affected by the accuracy of asset values.

Recently, mutual funds have received renewed scrutiny over the practices they use to set

values that determine NAVs. Many have argued that ETF-creation mechanisms render them

immune to similar issues. My paper illustrates the flaw in such reasoning when applied to

large subsets of ETFs and suggests that such ETFs should not be exempt from NAV-pricing

regulations. Second, in 2019 the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) approved

Rule 6c-11, which allows all ETFs to utilize custom creation baskets. When enacting such a

rule, the SEC acknowledged the theoretical risk that custom creation baskets pose to ETF

investors, but concluded that they are unlikely to occur in practice.4 I present evidence

that they do occur and the cost borne by investors is high. Nonetheless, investors receive

valuable AP activity in exchange for incurring such costs and thus investors may knowingly

and willingly accept the costs documented in the paper. If sophisticated ETF investors are

aware of the dynamics documented in this paper, a simple revealed preferences argument

allows one to conclude that the benefits of custom creation baskets must outweigh the costs

for those investors.

Lastly, my paper helps resolve open questions regarding the organization of the invest-

ment management industry. ETFs provide many benefits, including empirically lower fees

(Kostovetsky (2003)), lower tax obligations (Moussawi et al. (2022)), and the liquidity trans-

formation on which this paper focuses. Researchers have identified very few costs associated

with ETFs relative to those associated with mutual funds that would offset such benefits.

While ETFs have grown massively, open-end mutual funds still represent the majority of

funds in the investment-management industry. By documenting a novel and large cost, I

help explain why ETFs do not represent the dominant security design, particularly when in-

4In rule 6c-11, the SEC defines “custom creation baskets” as distinct from “sampling baskets,” the use
of which was already permitted. The cost documented in this paper can result from both types of creation
baskets: APs can interact strategically with any creation basket that does not exactly match the benchmark
portfolio. Obviously, when APs are allowed to request custom creation baskets, the level of adverse selection
and thus the cost is likely higher.
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vestors wish to hold illiquid assets. My findings help extend the framework of Chordia (1996)

to the ETF industry by showing that underlying asset liquidity is a first-order determinant

of optimal security design. ETFs likely still present an attractive fund structure for many

investors and while ETFs do underperform their benchmark by greater than their stated net

expense ratios, ETFs have other offsetting sources of higher returns such as the participation

in primary bond offerings or the ability to “reach for yield” and thus underperform by less

than the 48 basis point hidden cost. The cost documented in this paper is relative to a

counterfactual in which ETFs demanded all assets during creation and thus provided less

liquidity transformation benefits for investors.

2 The Share-Creation Process

To provide a number of advantages, such as intraday liquidity, ETFs are designed to be

traded on secondary markets. Insofar as ETFs will have secondary-market prices that do

not necessarily equal the value of their underlying assets and because the vast majority of

investors will purchase ETFs via this secondary market, ETFs require a mechanism that

enables them to remove large discounts or premiums that differentiate net asset values from

ETF share prices.5 To facilitate the elimination of discounts and premiums, ETFs enter

agreements with APs, who are allowed to create and redeem ETF shares by exchanging

the assets that underlie an ETF share for a share of the ETF or vice versa. This process

is referred to as “in-kind exchange.” Consider a highly stylized and simplified example:

suppose investors wish to hold an ETF that tracks the S&P 500 and purchase a sufficiently

large quantity of the SPY ETF to positively impact SPY’s secondary market price. This

creates a premium in which the ETF trades at a higher price than the underlying assets.

APs can seek to arbitrage this premium away by buying the underlying assets and selling

short shares of the ETF. An AP notifies an ETF manager that it wishes to create a share

5This mechanism is the main security design innovation that distinguishes ETFs from close-end mutual
funds.
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as outlined in their agreement. At the end of the trading day, the AP delivers all of the

underlying assets, receives newly created ETF shares and utilizes these shares to cover the

short-sale position, thereby locking in the arbitrage profit. Because all relevant shares of the

S&P 500 companies still underlie the SPY ETF, investors who hold the ETF throughout this

entire process face no costs. Specifically, the ETF experiences a temporary tracking error

induced by the premium but when the premium is arbitraged away the tracking error reverses

and the buy-and-hold ETF investor receives a return that exactly tracks the performance

of the S&P 500 gross of the ETF net expense ratio. Thus, when all underlying assets are

exchanged in kind, ETF investors are not impacted by other investors’ entry.

When ETFs hold fewer liquid assets or a very large number of assets, however, it is often

difficult or overly cumbersome to exchange all underlying assets in kind when seeking to

create shares. With corporate-bond ETFs in particular, a very small notional amount of a

given bond may underlie each share, making it logistically unwieldy to locate and deliver

such a small amount of a given bond. To overcome these barriers, facilitate creation activity,

and thus remove premiums, ETF managers instead often allow creation to occur with a select

subset of assets that they believe is representative of the full portfolio of underlying assets.

For example, if a corporate bond ETF holds 1,000 separate bonds, they might at the start

of the trading day identify 100 of those bonds as the “sampling basket,”, also referred to as

the “creation basket,” which is utilized for share creation. In such a case, APs can deliver

only these 100 bonds at the end of the day while delivering “cash-in-lieu” for the remaining

underlying assets in exchange for a share of the bond ETF. Depending on the AP agreement

established by an ETF manager, an AP can actually deliver cash in conjunction with the

sampling basket. Much more commonly, APs can instead deliver the sampling basket alone

and receive ETF shares on a pro-rata basis based on the NAV of the sampling basket versus

the NAV of the ETF share.6

At the start of a trading day, ETF managers will disseminate to their APs which assets

6For example, if the sampling basket of 100 shares represented 10% of the NAV of the ETF share, they
could deliver 10 shares worth of the sampling basket in exchange for one ETF share.
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belong to that day’s baskets via a clearing house such as the Depository Trust & Clear-

ing Corporation. ETF managers have incentives to try to match the baskets to the overall

portfolios that they wish to hold along key dimensions such as duration and credit risk.

Specifically, to the extent that ETF managers believe there is a factor structure that char-

acterizes bond returns, ETF managers have incentives for creation baskets to contain the

same total factor exposure as their target portfolios. They also may consider asset liquidity

and notional sizes to encourage more aggressive arbitrage activity, thus reducing premiums

and discounts. Additionally, APs form relationships with ETF managers and may call them

to request “custom creation baskets.” They may request the omission of certain assets from

baskets that they cannot readily locate or suggest alternative assets. ETF managers have the

right to accept these custom creation baskets at their discretion and often do so in practice.

Relatedly, ETF managers sometimes utilize custom creation baskets to facilitate “heartbeat

trades,” as documented in Moussawi et al. (2022). While ETF managers have incentives

to ensure that creation baskets are fairly priced and match their target portfolios along key

dimensions, many of them have longstanding relationships with APs and rely on APs to

arbitrage away premiums and discounts that may deter future fund flows. Thus, it may

often not be in ETF managers’ interests to reject creation activity even if doing so embeds

a cost that their customers bear.

When pro-rata settlement occurs, which is the norm for corporate bond ETFs, creations

shift ETF portfolio weights at the point of creation. The portfolio weights of delivered assets

naturally increase as they now hold more of these bonds. Portfolio weights as a percentage

of an ETF’s portfolio decrease for assets that are not delivered because the holdings of those

assets are unchanged but the total assets under management of the fund increase. These

shifts also imply that ETFs often hold portfolios that differ from the indices that they track.

Naturally, one would expect ETF managers and APs to select larger and more liquid bonds

for inclusion in the delivery basket as they are likely cheaper to secure. Thus, it is possible

that many funds are systematically overweighted in liquid assets and thus ETFs fail to
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capture a liquidity premium but in turn face lower risk. While this may also be occurring, I

produce the results of this paper while controlling for such persistent compositions of ETF

portfolios and instead investigate whether the timing of portfolio shifts imposes a cost on

ETF investors.

Bond-level estimates of performance control for time-varying bond liquidity and bond

fixed effects and thus reveal whether bonds delivered to ETFs perform worse around deliv-

ery than when they are not delivered. Relatedly, fund-level results include fund fixed effects

that would capture time-invariant portfolio differences between ETFs and their benchmark

indices. Thus, the hidden cost described does not simply reflect differences in the risk/reward

profiles of ETFs’ actual portfolios as opposed to those of their benchmark portfolios. Instead,

it reflects the nature of creations in which ETFs dynamically receive assets with lower ex-

pected future returns in such a way that creation events negatively impact the performance

of ETFs relative to that of their benchmarks.

Insofar as pro-rata settlements are based on the values of underlying assets, it is important

that ETFs set timely and correct values for underlying assets, as would be the case with an

open-end mutual fund. If these values are not timely and accurate, APs can strategically

time creations and redemptions in the same way as open-end mutual fund investors can

strategically time their investments to profit from stale NAVs. Indeed, even if values that

are used to price ETF assets are timely and accurate, APs may utilize information (public or

private) that is not reflected in current prices when deciding which assets to deliver or when

to deliver pre-specified assets. They may wish to offload inventory that will be costly to hold

(based on lower expected future returns) or liquidate bonds in exchange for ETF shares that

they can sell more easily. In so doing, ETFs will be left with adversely selected sets of assets,

specifically assets that conditionally possess lower expected returns than the unconditional

average expected returns on those assets. This will result in ETF underperformance relative

to that of the underlying indexes that they state as their benchmarks.

When shares are created pro-rata, any market force that causes delivered assets to un-
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derperform non-delivered assets held by the same ETF will result in a performance drag

on an ETF. Both incorrect values and the utilization of private information by APs will

result in equivalent performance drags because both make the same predictions regarding

post-delivery asset performance. Nonetheless, the two mechanisms may imply distinct reme-

dies and hypothesize divergent asset performance prior to delivery. Values are often incorrect

when assets that APs purchase to deliver temporarily impact prices in a way that is reflected

in those bond values. Such temporary price impacts would on average revert, resulting in

bond underperformance. Thus, bond values that fail to reflect market micro-structure forces

predict that delivered bonds will outperform other bonds prior to delivery (with that out-

performance attributable to the temporary price impact). If instead APs utilize information

that is not reflected in bond values, there is no clear hypothesis to explain the performance

of delivered assets. If APs utilize information indicating price reversions (not caused by their

own trading), the predicted dynamics are similar to those that occur when values incorrectly

reflect temporary price impacts. Instead, if APs utilize information embedded in past prices

and bond values, such as bond momentum as in Jostova et al. (2013), bonds will under-

perform both prior to and following delivery. Lastly, if the information utilized by APs is

not reflected in prices, i.e. it is private information acquired from their own balance sheets

in related market-making businesses, delivered bonds may perform no differently prior to

creation but underperform following creation. The results of my analysis reveal underper-

formance prior to delivery that is consistent with the utilization of information by APs, and

is thus consistent with APs’ taking advantage of bond-momentum information as well as

private information.

ETF managers often recognize that the bond values utilized in these exchange processes

fail to fully reflect the transaction costs that must be paid to re-balance an ETF portfolio,

and thus charge a “fee on cash” for an actual cash settlement. This is particularly neces-

sary because bond values are often priced using market bid prices rather than ask prices.

Relatedly, perhaps because ETF managers know that creation events may impose costs on
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ETF investors, ETF managers also charge flat creation or redemption fees to APs. Lastly,

ETF managers have the right contractually to refuse creation or redemption if they deem it

unfavorable to their funds, although this right is rarely exercised. It remains an empirical

question whether fees are sufficiently large to offset or erase the hidden cost of share cre-

ation. My results suggest instead that fees on cash are not sufficiently high to fully offset

this cost and thus ETF investors are affected by fund flows. ETF managers also face a

difficult tradeoff between protecting investors from this hidden cost and encouraging APs to

arbitrage discounts and premiums away. While it is possible that this hidden cost is under-

stood by ETF investors who view it is as fair compensation for reduced tracking error, for

many corporate bond ETF investors this cost may not be particularly salient as it does not

show up in many key fund statistics such as tracking errors and expense ratios. Thus ETF

managers who hope to attract fund flows may find it useful to pay a high but non-salient

cost in exchange for the small but salient benefit of reduced tracking errors. The rationales

that ETF investors follow are not observable, so it is impossible to distinguish between these

two theories, but comparing this hidden cost with the explicit costs of administering a fund

in the context of an established strand of literature on the behavioral biases of mutual fund

investors suggests that some ETF investors may not be making informed decisions regarding

these costs.

Unlike share creations, redemptions are much less likely to involve pro-rata settlements

and thus do not embed the same cost as creations. It is much easier logistically for ETF

managers to provide APs with portfolios that consist of all the assets that underlie an ETF

rather just a subset as they do not have to enter the market and execute transactions to secure

those assets. Additionally, APs may not need to sell those assets immediately, instead adding

them to their balance sheets that they hold in their related market-making businesses. Thus,

in practice, redemptions exert a far smaller distortionary effect on the portfolios of ETFs

than creations and instead tend to deviate when doing so is optimal for ETF investors (such

as when they wish to cycle out a bond that is coming to maturity to avoid transactions). As
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a result of this asymmetry between creations and redemptions, the tests conducted for this

paper focus on creations and not simply flows of either kind. An empirical analysis of the

dynamics surrounding redemptions can be found in the appendix.

3 Sample and Data

I construct a two samples with which to test for the existence of the hidden cost I have

posited. I use the first sample to estimate the performance of bonds around delivery during

creation events. I begin with the universe of holdings data of funds with “Fixed Income” as

their asset class and “Corporate Bonds” as their category from ETF Global from the period

of 2012 through 2019. ETF Global captures data reported by APs and ETF managers on

creation activities and fund holdings. I exclude leveraged or inverse ETFs, as their buy-and-

hold return characteristics are affected by other factors such as costs associated with leverage

and realized benchmark volatility. Because I lack data that enable me to observe the stated

creation baskets of ETFs or custom creation baskets, I infer what was delivered by measuring

changes in ETF holdings. Thus, I assume that ETFs do not trade themselves and instead

rely on creation and redemption events to manage their portfolios.7 Such an assumption is

in line with the motives ETFs possess to defer taxes (in-kind exchanges that occur during

creations are not taxable events, whereas trades made by ETFs do create tax obligations for

investors). Thus, in my sample of bonds, I rely solely on bonds with non-missing notional

values to observe changes in holdings that are untainted by any measurement error in bond

returns. Lastly, I exclude ETF dates in which no assets change value to remove the cases in

which stale holdings are reported multiple times.

7Shim and Todorov (2021) and Koont et al. (2022) rely on the same methodology to identify the realized
composition of creation baskets. Shim and Todorov (2021) provide evidence that ETF flows inferred from
changes in holdings are highly correlated with observed ETF flows providing evidence that the use of holdings
data to infer creations baskets is valid. If ETFs instead cash settle and in turn purchase assets, my tests
may instead identify ETFs incurring transaction costs rather than costs due to AP’s strategic behavior with
similar consequences to fund performance. The occurence of transaction costs, such as temporary price
impact, predict underlying bonds to outperform as they are purchased by ETFs which is not observable in
the underlying bond data, further suggesting that changes in holdings act as a valid measure of realized
creation and redemption baskets.
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I augment these data with bond returns calculated using trades reported in TRACE

and bond characteristics reported by FISD. I calculate bond returns as changes in dirty

bond prices paid by customers who purchase bonds plus changes in accrued interest implied

by bond coupon characteristics. Unlike in many other studies, in this study I calculate

bond returns using prices that are implied by the most recent transactions inferred to hit

bids rather than measuring the implied mid-point between bids and asks. Bond values are

priced at dirty bid prices (with accrued interest accounted for during settlement); this return

measure will therefore more accurately reflect the values used during settlements of ETF

share creations.8 If a bond increases its notional value while a fund increases in size, I classify

the bond as “Delivered.” I also calculate time-varying measures of bond liquidity utilizing

TRACE data. I draw my liquidity measures from those utilized by Dannhauser (2017) in her

construction of liquidity principle components. I calculate Amihud price impacts in a manner

that is consistent with Amihud (2002), implied round-trip costs as described by Feldhütter

(2012), and bid-ask spreads consistently with Hong and Warga (2000) and Chakravarty and

Sarkar (2003). All liquidity values use the median measure from the calendar month prior

to a creation event. Lastly, I calculate the change in aggregate bond dealer inventories as

the net imbalances of customer to dealer trades reported over the prior 1 or 5 trading days.

As reported in Table 1, this creates a sample of 9,546,138 bond-by-fund-by-day observa-

tions across 9,819 bonds contained in 45,088 fund-by-day cross-sections over 1,258 trading

days. Importantly, the same bond-day return may enter my sample multiple times if the

bond is held by multiple funds but the fund characteristics assigned to that bond (such as

delivered flags or fund fixed effects) will differ across these multiple observations.

Second, I create a sample of ETF performance measures, creation events, and ETF

characteristics to investigate the hidden cost at the fund level. I begin with the universe of

ETF Global, which reports daily creation and redemption activity via reporting the number

of ETF shares outstanding. Creationf,t reports a simply binary indicating whether a fund

8In untabulated results I find that bond level dynamics are unchanged if mid prices are instead utilized
to calculate returns.
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experienced a net creation event on a given trading date (its shares outstanding increased).

While it is possible that one AP creates shares while another redeems, this is unobservable

and, theoretically, should be rare. While it is likely that on any given day factors other

than the premium/discount (such as AP information sets or current balance sheets) would

motivate one AP to create while another did not, it less likely that these factors would be

so large as to make creation profitable for one AP while making redemption profitable for

another. Unlike other data sources that are utilized in the literature to infer ETF creation

and redemption activity, such as CRSP market data or CRSP mutual fund data, ETF

Global captures data reported by APs and ETF managers on days of or following creation

activity (depending on whether the particular fund reports on T or T+1) rather than a later

share-settlement date. I again exclude leveraged or inverse ETFs. I utilize ETF Global to

identify each fund’s stated benchmark and restrict my sample to those with benchmarks,

thus excluding the rare cases of actively managed ETFs. I obtain benchmark levels from

Bloomberg and ETF return and dividend information from CRSP. As I report in Table 1,

this yields a sample of 137 corporate bond ETFs over 1,887 trading days.
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Table 1: Summary of Samples

Panel A of this table provides descriptive statistics for the sample of bonds analyzed in this study.
BondRetb,t is the daily bond return implied by customer-to-dealer purchases reported in TRACE data.
Bond returns cumulated over one month and two months are reported in

∏−1
n=−22BondRetb,f,t+n and∏20

n=−22BondRetb,f,t+n respectively. Deliveredb,f,t is a binary variable that takes the value of one
if the notional value of a bond increases on a share creation day and zero otherwise. Amihudb,t is
calculated in a manner that is consistent with Amihud (2002), ImpliedRoundtripCostb,t is calculated
in a manner that is consistent with Feldhütter (2012), and BidAskb,t is calculated in a manner that is
consistent with Hong and Warga (2000) and Chakravarty and Sarkar (2003). All three liquidity values
reflect the median value in the prior calendar month. Results for the same bond may be reported
multiple times if the bond is held by multiple ETFs and fund-level variables such as Deliveredb,f,t
may vary across these observations. Panel B of this table provides descriptive statistics for the sam-
ple of analyzed ETFs. Retf,t is the daily secondary-market return on an ETF. NAV Retf,t is the

implied return on the underlying assets calculated as NAV Retf,t =
NAVf,t+Dividendf,t

NAVf,t−1
. ∆Indexf,t

is the percentage change in the benchmark index. RetSpreadf,t,k is the cumulative difference be-
tween an ETF return and the benchmark index cumulated through k days following the observa-
tion date: RetSpreadf,t,k =

∏k
n=−22ETFRetf,t+n − ∏k

n=−22∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n. For example,
RetSpreadf,t,−1 is the cumulative difference between the ETF and the index up to 1 day prior to
observation (or share creation in the case of a creation event). NAV Spreadf,t,k is the cumulative
difference between the NAV Retf,t and the benchmark index cumulated through k days following
the observation date. Creationf,t is a binary variable that takes the value of one if a fund’s shares
outstanding increased and zero otherwise. Premiumf,t is the premium or discount as represented in
percentage terms (%100 representing no discount or premium). All returns or spreads in both panels
are reported in basis points.

Panel A: Underlying Bond Sample

Percentile

Variable Mean Std. Dev. 1st 25th 50th 75th 99th

BondRetb,t 0.56 45.13 -179.80 -4.93 1.10 6.87 162.88∏−1
n=−22BondRetb,f,t+n 7.50 171.16 -580.24 -54.55 12.64 78.73 542.74∏20
n=−22BondRetb,f,t+n 18.56 246.31 -796.21 -88.26 20.68 129.41 769.37

Deliveredb,f,t 3.91%
Amihudb,t 0.04bp 0.05bp 0.00bp 0.00bp 0.02bp 0.04bp 0.27bp
ImpliedRoundtripCostb,t 1.39bp 1.71bp 0.00bp 0.48bp 0.86bp 1.54bp 9.34bp
BidAskb,t $0.24 $0.23 $0.00 $0.10 $0.18 $0.29 $1.18

0.00 0.10 0.18 0.29 1.18
Obs: 9,546,138; Trading Days: 1,258; ETF/Date Cross-sections: 45,088

Bonds: 9,819; ETF Bond Pairs: 84,781

Panel B: Fund Sample

Percentile

Variable Mean Std. Dev. 1st 25th 50th 75th 99th

Retf,t 1.5 29.2 -96.3 -10.7 1.0 14.7 94.7
NAV Retf,t 1.5 23.0 -79.7 -6.4 1.1 10.4 77.1
∆Indexf,t 1.7 22.1 -76.7 -6.0 1.4 10.3 74.8
Retf,t −∆Indexf,t -0.2 21.8 -72.7 -9.5 -0.2 9.1 73.6
NAV Retf,t −∆Indexf,t -0.1 16.1 -68.9 -1.9 -0.1 1.6 68.8
RetSpreadf,t,−1 -3.4 35.4 -126.2 -18.5 -2.8 11.6 117.3
NAV Spreadf,t,−1 -3.5 25.1 -112.7 -7.3 -1.9 2.0 89.9
RetSpreadf,t,20 -6.7 42.0 -157.4 -23.9 -5.5 10.8 136.2
NAV Spreadf,t,20 -6.8 31.6 -148.3 -12.4 -3.7 1.2 105.3
Creationf,t 13.53%
Premiumf,t 100.19% 0.42% 98.71% 99.99% 100.18% 100.37% 101.97%
InvestmentGradef 66.24%
AverageBasketSizef 64.9 91.7 1.0 16.9 40.3 75.6 600.9
AverageAmihudf 0.04bp 0.02bp 0.00bp 0.03bp 0.04bp 0.04bp 0.09bp
AverageIRCf 1.50bp 0.65bp 0.27bp 1.03bp 1.43bp 1.81bp 3.46bp
AverageBidAskf $0.30 $0.15 $0.05 $0.21 $0.26 $0.36 $0.80

Obs: 134,523; Trading Days: 1,887; Number of ETFs: 137
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3.1 ETF Relative Performance

To estimate the underperformance of ETFs that is attributable to the hidden cost I describe,

I calculate the following ETF spread metric:

RetSpreadf,t,k =
k∏

n=−22

ETFRetf,t+n −
k∏

n=−22

∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n

This measure represents the net-of-fees buy-and-hold performance of an ETF share relative

to its stated benchmark over a horizon of k days. This also represents the performance an

ETF investor would actually achieve relative to the stated benchmark if that investor were

to purchase and sell ETFs on the secondary market. This measurement is similar to tracking

error measures used in the mutual fund or ETF literature but departs from them in a very

significant way: it is signed. If an ETF experiences many mean zero daily tracking errors,

this relative performance measure would be zero as the tracking errors would offset each

other. Negative values of this measure represent negative drifts in tracking errors that harm

investors by reducing returns rather than by increasing volatility. Because this is net-of-

fee performance, one obvious driver of such underperformance relative to these untradeable

benchmarks is the net expense ratio, including management fees, incurred by ETFs.

I calculate another spread in performance, the spread between NAVs and the underlying

index, as follows:

NAV Retf,t =
NAVf,t +Dividendf,t

NAVf,t−1

≈ ∆NAVf,t +DividendY eildf,t

NAV Spreadf,t,k =
k∏

n=−22

NAV Retf,t+n −
k∏

n=−22

∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n

This represents the net-of-fees buy-and-hold performance of the portfolio of assets that

underlies an ETF share relative to that of its stated benchmark. Unlike the previous spread

measure, this measure cannot be realized by a common investor (who is not an AP) who must
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purchase the ETF on the secondary market. Importantly, because creation and redemption

activity seemingly seeks to arbitrage differences between ETF prices and NAVs, creation

and redemption activity should have a very different effect on an ETF’s relative performance

and relative NAV performance. For example, creation activity should reduce ETF prices via

the sale of ETF shares and thus lower ETF relative performance, but it should not affect

differences between fund NAVs and the underlying index. If creations do contain information

indicating differences between NAVs and underlying indexes, it would likely indicate that

NAVs are too low and thus would outperform, not underperform, the underlying index. I

report summary statistics for both performance measures in Table 1.

4 Main Findings

4.1 Corporate Bond Underperformance around Delivery

In this section I ask how corporate bonds perform before and after they are delivered by APs

to an ETF during a creation event. As discussed in the above discussion of creation, any

performance following t=-1 (because of T+1 reporting, some but not all creations are re-

ported with a one-day lag), will embed a hidden cost that ETF investors incur. To determine

whether this occurs, I estimate regressions of bond returns cumulated from 22 days prior to

a creation event to various horizons on a binary variable that indicates whether a bond was

delivered, time-varying bond liquidity controls, bond fixed effects, and fund-by-date fixed

effects.

k∏
n=−22

BondRetb,t+n =βD
k Deliveredb,f,t + βLLiquidityb,t + γf,t + αb + εb,f,t

By including fund-by-date fixed effects, I take advantage of the fact that delivered bonds

have a natural control: bonds that are held by the same ETF but not delivered during that

specific creation event. ETF managers have incentives to include more liquid and larger
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bonds in the creation basket. While this would lower ETF returns, ETFs would also bear

lower risk in such a case. Bond fixed effects (which account for time-invariant bond sizes)

and time-varying liquidity controls help to rule out this mechanism. Instead, by estimating

this performance I can measure differences in performance between delivered bonds during

a given creation event and undelivered bonds during a creation event and compare these

performances with the relative performances of those same bonds at other times that do not

surround creation days, much like what occurs with a differences in differences framework.

Additionally, bond fixed effects will rule out alternative explanations in which delivered

bonds are less risky in a time-invariant way. As discussed above in relation to creations,

there are two main reasons why bonds may underperform following delivery: 1) bond prices

(and/or assigned values) are temporarily high as a result of the temporary impact on prices of

APs’ securing of bonds to deliver or 2) The utilization of information about future changes

in bond values by APs when deciding which bonds to deliver to the creation basket and

when to deliver them. If prices are temporarily too high in a manner that is consistent with

APs’ temporarily impacting prices before settlement, one would expect to see a dynamic of

the sort illustrated in Figure 1a. If the main mechanism is APs’ utilization of information,

bond behavior prior to delivery depends on the sources of that information. If APs utilize

bond-price reversals, the dynamics should be similar to what can be seen in Figure 1a. If

APs take advantage of bond momentum the bonds should underperform before delivery. If

APs utilize private information it likely would not be observable in prices before delivery. A

combination and thus the weighted average of such effects should be observable, as depicted

in Figure 1b.

I estimate the effects of asset delivery on bond returns over horizons ranging from 1 to 42

trading days. Figure 2 displays the dynamics of the estimates of βD
k across various k. The

figure also shows 95 % confidence intervals using standard errors that account for two-way

clusters by bond and by date. Full parameter estimates for select horizons can be found in

Appendix Table A1. As can be seen, bonds that will be delivered begin underperforming
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Figure 1: Conjectured Bond-Return Dynamics
Hypothesized dynamics of βD

k estimated using

k∏
n=−22

BondRetb,t+n = βD
k Deliveredb,f,t + βLLiquidityb,t + γf,t + αb + εb,f,t

for various k are shown. Deliveredb,f,t is a binary variable that takes the value of one if a
bond increases in notional amount while a fund experiences a creation. Liquidityb,t includes
the prior month median Amihud measure, implied round-trip costs, and bid-ask spreads.
γf,t + αb are fund-by-date and bond fixed effects. Subfigure (a) displays hypothesized bond-
return dynamics if bond values are temporarily impacted by AP trading activity. Subfigure
(b) displays hypothesized bond return dynamics if APs utilize information when deciding
when to create shares and which bonds to deliver.

in the month prior to delivery and the cumulative return is statistically significant by t=-

12. By t=-1, the earliest date at which creation could occur,9 bonds that will be delivered

have underperformed by 2.6 basis points. Thus, the pre-delivery performance is consistent

with APs’ utilizing information when deciding which bonds to deliver and when. On net,

it appears that APs rely on some combination of bond momentum and private information.

Following t-1, bonds underperform by an additional 2.4 basis points in the following month.

Thus, following receipt by ETFs, precisely when the ETF portfolio weights of these bonds

increase, the bonds underperform going forward. This underperformance is evidence that

ETFs receive an adversely selected set of bonds from APs that will hurt ETF performance

9Creation occurs at either t=-1 or t=0, depending on whether the fund utilizes T or T+1 reporting; it
is unobservable for a given fund which reporting standard managers utilized.
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relative to their underlying benchmarks. Importantly, this is identified with time-series

shifts in portfolio weights, not persistent differences in ETFs’ portfolios and benchmark

indices’ portfolios, and thus represents a pure performance drag.10 Thus, put simply, when

ETFs experience creation events they receive inferior assets (assets with low expected future

returns) from APs.
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Figure 2: Bond Dynamics around Delivery to ETFs

This figure plots β̂D
k estimated using

∏k
n=−22BondRetb,t+n = βD

k Deliveredb,f,t +
βLLiquidityb,t+γf,t+αb+εb,f,t for various k. The figure also displays 95% CIs using standard
errors clustered by bond and trading date. Deliveredb,f,t is a binary variable that takes the
value of one if a bond increases in notional amount while a fund experiences a creation event.
Liquidityb,t includes the prior month median Amihud measure, implied round-trip costs, and
bid-ask spreads. γf,t + αb are fund-by-date and bond fixed effects.

10Nevertheless, additional creations may also imply smaller premiums that may be desirable to ETF
investors.
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4.2 ETF Underperformance around Creation Events

As described above in the discussion of share creations, the bond underperformance docu-

mented in Figure 2 should translate to a hidden cost of lower relative fund performance when

creations occur. To test this hypothesis at the fund level and obtain empirical estimates of

the size of the hidden cost, I regress spreads over varying horizons between cumulative fund

returns and changes in underlying indices on a binary variable that indicates whether a fund

experienced a creation event on a given day, fund fixed effects, and time fixed effects:

RetSpreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + αt + γf + εf,t

Importantly, I estimate this hidden cost using spreads between ETF returns and changes

in the underlying indices. Creation events still likely mean good news for ETF investors.

Conditional on a creation event, ETF returns and underlying indices are both higher than

they would be had no creation events occurred: this result likely reflects increased demand

for a given asset. While flows raise price levels for both ETFs and assets in the underlying

index, they also embed a hidden cost incurred for receiving assets that earn lower future

returns. Thus, the hidden cost causes ETF investors to “miss a bit of the upside.” By

estimating the effects on spreads I am able to isolate these effects and increase the power

of my tests significantly. Additionally, by including fund fixed effects I implicitly control for

time-invariant characteristics, such as management fees and net expense ratios, that may

have attracted investor flows during the sample period while explaining ETF performance.

If more expensive ETFs were introduced during the sample period that were able to attract

greater flows (for example by targeting a novel set of corporate bonds), flows might be

correlated with, without being the source of, the poor performance. Fund fixed effects should

control for this problem and instead allow the estimates to document the direct impact of

share creations on performance.

The stated and desirable purpose of creation events is to arbitrage away premiums. Thus,
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conditional on observing a creation event at t=-1, one can infer that a premium was likely

created in the days prior to the creation. The creation of this premium will likely result in

positive cumulative spreads, in the periods prior to share creation. As the APs arbitrage

away premiums, spreads should revert back to zero over some time horizon. Over long time

horizons, such as the +/- one-month window that I have investigated, the premium arbitrage

mechanism implies that cumulative spreads should be zero.11 Thus, if no hidden cost incurred

from creation events arise, the dynamics of return spreads should appear as in Figure 3a. If

the receipt of assets with lower future returns indeed impacts fund performance, this effect

would appear as an additional negative drift in spreads beginning at time zero, as illustrated

in Figure 3b. I hypothesize that both of these mechanisms should occur and thus their

joint effects should be observable, as in Figure 3c. Importantly, because the mechanism that

drives the arbitrage motivation for creations implies a long-run zero impact on spreads (the

null hypothesis that only the arbitrage mechanism is at play implies a long-run coefficient

of zero), negative performance at the end of the +/- one-month window can instead be

attributed to the hidden cost and acts as a point estimate of the size of this cost. Figure

9 displays the dynamics of the βk coefficients, also showing 95 % confidence intervals using

standard errors that account for two-way clusters by ETF and by date. Consistent with both

the hypothesized hidden cost and the arbitrage mechanism that is associated with creations,

ETFs outperform the underlying index prior to creations and revert following creations, but

over the long horizon underperform the underlying index by 1.4 basis points. Full parameter

estimates for select horizons can be found in Appendix Table A2. Thus, ETF investors suffer

a 1.4 basis-point performance drag per creation event.

Redemptions also may theoretically impose hidden costs to ETF investors if APs are

able to select bonds from ETF portfolios that will realized better future performance. In

practice, redemptions are less likely to incur hidden costs for a number of reasons. First,

ETF managers may have greater bargaining power when negotiationg the basket for re-

11If the spreads were not zero but the ETF successfully mirrored the underlying index, premiums and
discounts would have been permanently drifting from the value of one.
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demptions (as discouraging redemptions may be in ETF managers’ interests). Secondly,

empirically redemption baskets are much larger than creation baskets. Appendix Figure 9

reports the dynamics around redemptions. I find no evidence of the hidden cost occuring

during redemptions.

4.3 ETF NAV Dynamics around Creation Events

I next estimate the performance of spreads between ETF NAVs and the underlying index.

If ETF managers do well in maintaining portfolios that are representative of the underlying

indices that they seek to track and they utilize the same pricing services as those used to

set underlying indices, the NAV of an ETF and the underlying index should move closely

together and deviations should be mean zero. Thus, the arbitrage mechanism predicts that

creations will have no impact on spreads between NAVs and underlying indices. If the

conjectured hidden cost exist, it occurs because an ETF portfolio fails to represent the

underlying indices sufficiently over time. Specifically, this occurs when an ETF portfolio

shifts to assets with lower expected future returns exactly at the point of creation. Thus,

if the hidden cost exists, it should be observable in a dynamic that is very similar to that

shown in Figure 3b. To test whether the hidden cost is observable in ETF NAVs, I estimate

the following regression over various horizons. This estimation is the same as the estimation

reported in Figure 9 but with an alternative spread as the dependent variable:

NAV Spreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + αt + γf + εf,t,k

Figure 5 reports the dynamics of βk in the +/- one-month window around share creation. I

am unable to reject the null hypothesis that the long-run spread between NAVs and under-

lying indices is zero. Thus, I am unable to reject the null hypothesis that the dynamics are

fully explained by the arbitrage motives associated with a creation event. It is possible that

I lack sufficient statistical power to identify such an effect given the long time horizon over
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which I cumulate returns. Additionally, the use of stale NAVs by ETFs could lengthen the

time that passes until the hidden cost is observable in NAVs in a manner that would reduce

the power of my test. Full parameter estimates for select horizons can be found in Appendix

Table A3.

4.4 ETF Underperformance around Creation Events after Ac-

counting for the Arbitrage Mechanism

In the prior section I explain why long-horizon spreads should be zero if the only force at play

is the arbitrage mechanism that creations facilitate. To test the robustness of this result,

I instead seek to alternatively estimate the impact of creations by excluding the arbitrage

mechanism while isolating the dynamics of the hidden cost. To do so, I control for the

premium at the time of share creation and describe the post-creation dynamics of spreads

between cumulative ETF returns and underlying index changes. Insofar as creations occur

during trades that seek to capture premiums, the sizes of such premiums are key determinants

of the arbitrage mechanism, as described in the previous section, while controlling for this

mechanism should isolate the hidden cost of creations. I therefore estimate the following

regression over various time horizons:

RetSpreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + βPPremiumf,t + αt + γf + εf,t

This specification involves two key differences from those that underlie the results reported

in Figure 9. First, the premium as of the end of day t=0 is included as a control. Second,

cumulative returns are benchmarked to the end of day zero and only post-creation perfor-

mance is accumulated. I present present the dynamics of βk in Figure 6. Following a creation

event and after controlling for the premium at the time of the creation, ETFs underperform

their stated benchmarks by an additional 2.3 basis points, a finding that is consistent with

the presence of a hidden cost of creations. Full parameter estimates for select horizons can
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be found in Appendix Table A4.

After controlling for premiums and discounts, the hidden cost my analysis reveals should

also be observable in the implied performance of fund NAVs relative to changes in the

underlying index. Thus, I estimate similar regressions but with spreads between NAVs and

underlying indices:

NAV Spreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + βPPremiumf,t + αt + γf + εf,t

Figure 7 presents the dynamics of βk. Full parameter estimates for select horizons can be

found in Appendix Table A5. Following a creation event after controlling for premiums and

discounts, ETF NAVs underperform on average by 0.6 basis points. Over the full 20-day

horizon this 0.6 basis-point figure is significant at the 10% level but not at the 5% level.

For 15 of the 19 horizons considered, the estimates are significant at the 5% level. The size

estimates peak 18 days following creation at 0.8 basis points. These dynamics are hard to

rationalize based on APs’ arbitrage motives. If creations do not shift ETF portfolios away

from a representative sample of the underlying index and the same prices are used to calculate

both, NAVs and the underlying index should remain tightly linked even during arbitrage and

no underperformance should be observable. Additionally, a reader may be concerned that

controlling for premiums fails to rule out arbitrage and that pricing differences between the

two may exist. Nonetheless, these results would still be hard to explain by reference to the

arbitrage mechanism. APs engage in share creation to capture premiums that occur when

ETF prices are too high relative to NAVs. Thus, one would expect creations to imply that

ETF prices are too high, returns should be lower, and NAVs are too low and thus should

outperform the index. Instead, Figure 7 documents NAV underperformance, contradicting

even the hypothesis arising from arbitrage mechanisms in which NAVs are too low. NAV

underperformance is not consistent with the objectives of the creation/redemption process

and instead is best explained by the hidden cost embedded when share creation with a subset
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of assets with lower expected future returns is allowed.

5 Additional Findings

5.1 The Relationship between Fund Characteristics and the Size

of the Hidden Cost

The return dynamics of delivered bonds both prior and subsequent to delivery are con-

sistent with APs’ utilizing information regarding future changes in bond values to decide

strategically which assets to deliver into ETF portfolios. Such strategic interactions provide

marginal incentives on top of APs’ well-understood incentives to profitably arbitrage differ-

ences in ETF prices and underlying assets’ value. Theory clearly predicts when strategic

behavior should be more profitable,and thus more likely to occur, conditional on observing

a creation event, and finally therefore where the hidden cost should be the highest.

First, APs’ strategic incentives will be stronger when their information regarding future

bond values is more valuable. It is well understood that agents are likely to possess more

valuable information in less liquid or less efficient markets (in fact, agents who possess

valuable information can endogenously make those markets less liquid in many classical

market-microstructure models). Additionally, ETF managers adopt less stringent share-

creation rules in the presence of asset liquidity. Therefore, the hidden cost should be higher

when underlying assets are less liquid.

Second, APs’ ability to deliver bonds strategically is enhanced when they are required to

deliver fewer bonds. If an AP has information that is relevant to the future performance of

a given bond that will impact their expected profits from a creation trade, the impact will

be much greater if that bond is one of ten bonds that needs to be delivered versus being

one of a hundred bonds to be delivered. Moreover, it may be easier for APs to acquire

information about the idiosyncratic performance of a small number of bonds. Thus, when

creation baskets are large, it is more difficult for APs to acquire information regarding the
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average performance of a given creation basket and the strategic incentive will be relatively

weaker, enabling the arbitrage incentive to dominate.

To assess theoretical predictions regarding fund differences and thus validate the de-

scribed mechanism, I estimate how the cost per creation is related to fund characteristics.

Specifically, I estimate the following regression:

RetSpreadf,t,20 = β1Creationft + β2Creationf,t ∗ FundCharacteristicf + αt + γf + εf,t

I consider five fund characteristics in particular. First, I examine the relationship between an

ETF’s asset focus and the cost per creation using InvestmentGradef . InvestmentGradef

takes the value of 1 if the focus as reported by ETF Global is on investment-grade corporate

bonds. Most funds that do not focus on investment-grade bonds report focusing on high-

yield bonds. Additionally, some funds focus explicitly on asset-backed securities, convertible

bonds, and loans. In all such cases, the investment-grade bond market is likely relatively

more efficient and liquid. In column 1 of Table 2 I report results indicating that investment-

grade bonds typically incur a 2.41 basis-point lower cost per creation than other types of

corporate bond funds, a finding that is consistent with theory. The T statistics associated

with this estimate is 1.97 and the p-value is 5.1%.
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Figure 3: Conjectured ETF Return Spread Dynamics
This figure plots the hypothesized dynamics of βk, estimated using RetSpreadf,t,k =
βkCreationf,t + αt + γf + εf,t for various k. RetSpreadf,t,k is the cumulative difference
between ETF returns and the benchmark index cumulated through k days following the ob-
servation date: RetSpreadf,t,k =

∏k
n=−22ETFRetf,t+n − ∏k

n=−22∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n.
For example, RetSpreadf,t,−1 is the cumulative difference between the ETF and the index
up to 1 day prior to observation (or share creation in the case of a creation event). Creationf,t

is a binary variable that takes the value of one if shares outstanding increased for a fund and
zero otherwise. γt + αf are date and fund fixed effects. Subfigure (a) displays the hypoth-
esized dynamics if only the desired arbitrage mechanism is evident. Subfigure (b) displays
the additional hidden cost for receiving bonds that earn lower returns. Subfigure (c) shows
the hypothesized dynamics if a hidden cost exist.
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Figure 4: Return Spread Dynamics around Creation Events
This figure plots β̂k estimated using RetSpreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + αt + γf + εf,t for
various k. The figure also displays 95% CIs using standard errors clustered by fund and
trading date. RetSpreadf,t,k is the cumulative difference between ETF returns and the
benchmark index cumulated through k days following the observation date: RetSpreadf,t,k =∏k

n=−22ETFRetf,t+n−
∏k

n=−22∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n. For example, RetSpreadf,t,−1 is the
cumulative difference between the ETF and the index up to 1 day prior to observation (or
share creation in the case of a creation event). Creationf,t is a binary variable that takes
the value of one if a fund’s shares outstanding increased and zero otherwise. γt+αf are date
and fund fixed effects.
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Figure 5: NAV Spread Dynamics around Creation Events
This figure plots β̂k estimated using NAV Spreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + αt + γf + εf,t for
various k. The figure also displays 95% CIs using standard errors clustered by fund and trad-
ing date. NAV Spreadf,t,k is the cumulative difference between the return implied by fund
NAVs and the benchmark index cumulated through k days following the observation date:
NAV Spreadf,t,k =

∏k
n=−22NAV Retf,t+n − ∏k

n=−22∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n. For example,
NAV Spreadf,t,−1 is the cumulative difference between an ETF’s assets and the index up to
1 day prior to observation (or share creation in the case of a creation event). Creationf,t

is a binary variable that takes the value of one if a fund’s shares outstanding increased and
zero otherwise. γt + αf are date and fund fixed effects.
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Figure 6: Return Spread Dynamics around Creation Events while Controlling for Premiums
This figure plots β̂k estimated using RetSpreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t+βPPremiumf,t+αt+
γf+εf,t for various k. The figure also displays 95% CIs using standard errors clustered by fund
and trading date. RetSpreadf,t,k is the cumulative difference between ETF returns and the
benchmark index cumulated through k days following the observation date: RetSpreadf,t,k =∏k

n=−22ETFRetf,t+n−
∏k

n=−22∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n. For example, RetSpreadf,t,−1 is the
cumulative difference between the ETF and the index up to 1 day prior to observation (or
share creation in the case of a creation event). Creationf,t is a binary variable that takes
the value of one if a fund’s shares outstanding increased and zero otherwise. Premiumf,t is
the premium or discount as represented in percentage terms (%100 representing no discount
or premium). γt + αf are date and fund fixed effects.
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Figure 7: NAV Spread Dynamics around Creation Events while Controlling for Premiums
This figure plots β̂k estimated using NAV Spreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + βPPremiumf,t +
αt + γf + εf,t for various k. The figure also displays 95% CIs using standard errors clustered
by fund and trading date. NAV Spreadf,t,k is the cumulative difference between returns
implied by fund NAVs and the benchmark index cumulated through k days following the ob-
servation date: NAV Spreadf,t,k =

∏k
n=−22NAV Retf,t+n−

∏k
n=−22∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n.

For example, NAV Spreadf,t,−1 is the cumulative difference between the ETF’s assets and
the index up to 1 day prior to observation (or share creation in the case of a creation event).
Creationf,t is a binary variable that takes the value of one if a fund’s shares outstanding
increased and zero otherwise. Premiumf,t is the premium or discount as represented in
percentage terms (%100 representing no discount or premium). γt + αf are date and fund
fixed effects.
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Table 2: Fund Characteristics’ Relationship to Hidden Costs

This table reports the relationship between fund characteristics and estimates of the hidden cost per creation for corporate bond ETFs. Relationships
are estimated based on the following specification:
RetSpreadf,t,20 = β1Creationft + β2Creationf,t ∗ FundCharacteristicf + αt + γf + εf,t for five fund characteristics.
The first fund characteristic, InvestmentGradef , indicates whether the fund is a reported by ETF Global as focusing on Investment Grade cor-
porate bonds. ln(AverageBasketSizef ) represents the natural log of the average number of securities delivered when a creation event occurs.
AverageAmihudf represents the average prior month median Amihud measure for bonds held by the fund. AverageIRCf represents the aver-
age prior month median imputed round-trip cost measure for bonds held by the fund. AverageBidAskf represents the average prior month me-
dian bid-ask spread measure for bonds held by the fund. AverageAmihudf , AverageIRCf , and AverageBidAskf are winsorized at the 1% level.
RetSpreadf,t,20 is the cumulative difference between the ETF return and the benchmark index cumulated through 20 days after the observation
date: RetSpreadf,t,20 =

∏20
n=−22ETFRetf,t+n −

∏20
n=−22∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n. Creationf,t is a binary variable that takes the value of one if shares

outstanding increased for a fund and zero otherwise. γt +αf are date and fund fixed effects. One, two, and three stars indicate statistical significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

Dependent Variable
Spread Between Cumulative ETF and Benchmark Return Through 1 Month After Creation

RetSpreadf,t,20

Creationf,t -2.90*** -5.78*** 0.10 -1.27 -1.16
(-3.03) (-3.11) (-0.53) (0.10) (-1.22)

Creationft ∗ InvestmentGradef 2.41*
(1.97)

Creationft ∗ ln(AverageBasketSizef ) 1.03**
(2.38)

Creationft ∗ AverageAmihudf -48.83*
(-1.75)

Creationft ∗ AverageIRCf -0.27
(-0.40)

Creationft ∗ AverageBidAskf -1.71
(-0.58)

Fund Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y Y
Date Fixed Effects Y Y Y Y Y
Standard Errors 2 way Clustered by

Fund and Date
2 way Clustered by
Fund and Date

2 way Clustered by
Fund and Date

2 way Clustered by
Fund and Date

2 way Clustered by
Fund and Date

N 134,519 104,791 123,820 123,820 123,820
Adjusted R2 8.99% 10.86% 10.01% 10.01% 10.01%
Within F.E. R2 0.02% 0.03% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02%
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Second, I examine the relationship between the size of a creation basket, as measured by

ln(AverageBasketSize). To do so, I infer all assets that were delivered from ETF holdings

data (including those without TRACE information) and calculate the average size of the

basket conditional on observing any delivery. APs find it more difficult to utilize informa-

tion regarding specific components of larger baskets. I report the corresponding results in

column 2 of Table 2. The coefficient on ln(AverageBasketSize) is 1.03, implying that, when

basket size doubles, the cost per creation decreases by 0.71 basis points, roughly half of the

unconditional cost per creation of 1.39 basis points. The T statistic associated with this

estimate is 2.38 and is statistically significant.

Last, I investigate three measures of portfolio liquidity: AverageAmihudf , AverageIRCf ,

and AverageBidAskf . AverageAmihudf represents the average prior month median Ami-

hud measure for bonds held by a fund. AverageIRCf represents the average prior month

median imputed round-trip cost measure for bonds held by a fund. AverageBidAskf rep-

resents the average prior month median bid-ask spread measure for bonds held by a fund.

All three values represent asset illiquidity and rise when underlying bonds are less liquid. I

report the corresponding results in columns 3-5 of Table 2. I find a marginally statistically

significant relationship only for AverageAmihudf : the coefficient is -48.83 with a T statistic

of -1.75. This coefficient, coupled with the previously discussed InvestmentGradef estimate,

provides suggestive evidence that the cost per creation is higher when assets are less liquid,

a finding that is consistent with theory.

In summary, fund characteristics predicted by APs’ strategic incentives are predictive of

the estimated hidden cost per creation, further validating the mechanism described in this

paper. When ETFs hold less liquid assets and when ETF managers allow smaller baskets

to be delivered in the face of asset illiquidity, the cost is higher. Such results highlight

that ETF investors pay an implicit cost, either knowingly or unknowingly, for the liquidity

transformation services that corporate bond ETFs provide.
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5.2 Changes in Dealer Inventory Prior to Delivery

While the bond level return dynamics surround deliveries is most consistent with APs utiliz-

ing information not reflected in bond settlement prices to reduce inventories of bonds they

perceive will be costly to hold, returns dynamics alone reveal very little about the source

of APs’ information. If APs acquire information about the fundamental value of issuing

firms, APs may seek to reduce their inventories by not only creating ETF shares but also

by directly trading with customers. Thus, dealer inventories may fall prior to delivery to

ETFs. Alternatively, a natural alternative source of information may arise from customer

order flows in relatedly marking businesses. Thus, the ultimate nexus of information may

lie in informed bond traders who trade against bond market makers. Dealer inventories may

rise prior to delivery into ETF portfolios. In such a case, creations may act as a means of

APs to avoid losses in the cases in which they are “run-over” by informed bond traders.

To assess possible sources of information, I thus estimate a linear probability model on

the likelihood a bond is delivered during a creation:

Deliveredb,t = β1Daily∆DealerInvbt+β2Weekly∆DealerInvbt+β3LiquidityMeasures+αf,t+εb,t

Fund by time fixed effects are included to compare delivered bonds to other bonds held

by the same ETF but not delivered. Importantly, in contrast to return specification, bond by

fund fixed effects are not included in order to asses the relation between persistent liquidity

measures and bond delivery choice.12 I report the results in Table 3.

12Untabulated results with bond by fund fixed effects are consistent with the reported results.
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Table 3: Bond Characteristics Relation to Inclusion in Realized Creation Baskets

This table reports the relationship between bond characteristics and the liklihood a bond
is delivered to an ETF. The linear probability model is estimated based on the following
specification:
Deliveredb,t = β1Daily∆DealerInvbt + β2Weekly∆DealerInvbt + β3LiquidityMeasures +
αf,t + εb,t
Deliveredb,t takes a value of 10, 000 if a bond was delivered and 0 otherwise (thus marginal
probabilities are in basis points.) Daily∆DealerInvbt and Weekly∆DealerInvbt are the 1
and 5 day order imbalances of customer to dealer transactions reported in TRACE.Amihudb,t
represents the prior month median Amihud measure for bonds held by the fund. IRCb,t

represents the prior month median imputed round-trip cost measure for bonds held by the
fund. BidAskb,t represents the average prior month median bid-ask spread measure for bonds
held by the fund. V olumeb,t represents the prior month trading volume. All explanatory
variables are winsorized at the 1% level. αf,t are fund-by-date fixed effects. One, two, and
three stars indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

Probability Delivered (in bp)
Deliveredb,f,t

Daily ∆DealerInvbt -2.67***
(-12.56)

Weekly ∆DealerInvbt 1.66***
(14.51)

Amihudb,t 0.00
(0.70)

IRCb,t -0.00***
(-3.28)

BidAskb,t -14.48***
(-3.50)

Volumeb,t 1.12***
(30.01)

Fund by Date Fixed Effects Y
Standard Errors 2 way Clustered by Bond and Date
N 14,453,118
Adjusted R2 47.07%
Within F.E. R2 0.18%
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Consistent with APs learning from the order flow of their informed customers, dealer

inventories increase in the 5 days before a bond is delivered into an ETF portfolio. On the

day a bond is delivered to ETF portfolios, dealer inventories instead fall, consistent with APs

simultaneously seeking to reduce their inventories through their market making activities and

via ETF share creations. Such patterns are consistent with those documented by Pan and

Zeng (2019). Additionally, consistent with Koont et al. (2022), more liquid bonds are more

likely to be delivered into ETF portfolios.

APs need not possess superior bond picking skills nor act unscrupulously in order to

deliver bonds with lower performance in a manner than embeds the hidden cost. APs may

simply deliver the bonds that they can acquire easily because other informed investors wish

to sell it to them. Nonetheless, since informed customer order flow is not fully incorporated

into bond prices used to settle creations, ETF investors may still face the hidden cost in

exchange for the valuable liquidity transformation services that APs in conjunction with the

ETF security design delivers.

5.3 Large-Cap Equity ETFs: A Falsification Test

Unlike corporate bond ETFs, ETFs that hold large-cap US equities almost always require

APs to deliver all underlying assets when they create new shares.13 Therefore, large-cap

equity ETFs lack the institutional features that are necessary to embed the hidden cost,

making them an effective sample for a falsification test of my main specification. If large-

cap equities underperform following a creation event, the associated underperformance of

large-cap equity funds, and thus likely also of corporate bond funds, can be explained by

an alternative mechanism. Therefore, I re-estimate the results I report in Figure 9, utilizing

a sample of ETFs in the “Equity” asset class, with a “Large-Cap” and “North America”

focus as reported by ETF Global. In Figure 8, I again report the dynamics of βk coefficients

13These ETFs occasionally will utilize custom creation baskets to intentionally shift their portfolio. For
example, ETFs will often utilize a heartbeart trade upon index insertion/deletions as described in Moussawi
et al. (2022). These custom creation baskets are often designed by ETF managers at set dates and do not
face the same adverse selection present in corporate bond ETFs.
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and display 95% confidence intervals. I cannot reject the null hypothesis that large-cap US

equity ETFs show no underperformance when they experience creation days, a finding that

is consistent with theory. ETFs embed the hidden cost only when they modify the creation

process to accommodate illiquid assets such as corporate bonds.
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Figure 8: Falsification Test: Return Spread Dynamics around Large US Equity ETFs
This figure plots β̂k estimated using RetSpreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + αt + γf + εf,t for
various k. The figure also displays 95% CIs using standard errors clustered by fund and
trading date. RetSpreadf,t,k is the cumulative difference between ETF returns and the
benchmark index cumulated through k days following the observation date: RetSpreadf,t,k =∏k

n=−22ETFRetf,t+n−
∏k

n=−22∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n. For example, RetSpreadf,t,−1 is the
cumulative difference between the ETF and the index up to 1 day prior to observation (or
share creation in the case of a creation event). Creationf,t is a binary variable that takes
the value of one if a fund’s shares outstanding increased and zero otherwise. γt+αf are date
and fund fixed effects.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper I explain how the use of creation baskets that contain only subsets of assets that

underlie corporate bond ETFs can embed a hidden cost that ETF investors pay. I document

that APs deliver bonds that earn lower future returns to ETFs, with the result that ETFs

underperform their stated benchmarks by an additional 1.4 basis points per creation event.

Additionally, I isolate this cost by controlling for arbitrage motives and document the cost

using ETF prices and ETF NAVs. While the arbitrage mechanism is certainly present

around creation events, this set of facts cannot be fully explained by APs’ arbitrage trades

and instead illustrates the existence of a hidden cost of share creation. This hidden cost is

high; investors in the average corporate bond ETF pay a 48 basis-points-per-annum hidden

cost while the average corporate bond ETF reports only 35 basis points per annum in explicit

costs. If ETF investors are fully aware of the hidden cost, the magnitude of the cost reveals

a high willingness-to-pay for the liquidity transformation provided by corporate bond ETFs.

This hidden cost also has important policy implications. First, it highlights the need

to scrutinize the prices that are used to calculate ETF NAVs and thus settle creations.

Prior to this finding, regulators, academic researchers, and market participants may have

reasonably believed that NAV accuracy is critical only to the performance of open-ended

mutual funds, not ETF performance. Second, my finding highlights the cost attributable to

partial creation baskets and in particular the cost attributable to custom creation baskets

that are allowed under SEC rule 6c-11. While these custom creation baskets allow ETFs to

engage in activities such as heartbeat trades to defer taxes that benefit ETF investors, they

also can embed a high cost and thus represent an area of potential regulatory oversight or

beneficial increases in transparency for ETF investors.

The existence of the hidden cost I have documented implies that investors, either know-

ingly or unknowingly, pay a high cost for the liquidity transformation that corporate bond

ETFs provide. Specifically, the cost results from modifications to creation rules that are de-

signed to induce APs to conduct arbitrage trades despite the illiquidity of underlying assets.
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Many policymakers and academic researchers have expressed concerns over the fragility that

might result from liquidity transformation. I demonstrate that, even if asset illiquidity poses

no risk to financial stability, liquidity transformation is not a “free lunch.” The concessions

that ETF managers must make to induce arbitrage activity incur a high cost as a result of

APs’ ability to interact strategically with the rules. Because this cost results directly from

asset illiquidity, the framework of Chordia (1996), which implies that the more illiquid the

underlying assets are, the higher are the barriers to investor fund flows, likely extends from

mutual funds to ETFs. This cost of liquidity transformation also helps to rationalize flow

performance relationships in ETFs and to resolve open puzzles in the important strand of

literature that examines flows to investment managers. Last, as the cost of such liquidity

transformation is higher than the explicit fees reported by corporate bond ETFs, the findings

I have reported in this paper are of the first order in describing the performance realized by

ETF investors.
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Table A1: Bond Dynamics Around Delivery to ETFs∏k
n=−22BondRetb,t+n = βD

k Deliveredb,f,t + βLLiquidityb,t + γf,t + αb + εb,f,t for select k

Dependent Variable
Cumulative Bond Returns

Up to Creation through 1 Week following Creation through 1 Month following Creation∏−1
n=−22BondRetb,t+n

∏5
n=−22BondRetb,t+n

∏20
n=−22BondRetb,t+n

Deliveredb,f,t -2.63*** -4.36*** -4.99***
(-4.38) (-6.45) (-6.47)

Amihudb,t 80.10*** 104.97*** 143.50***
(4.87) (5.29) (5.15)

IRCb,t 1.60*** 2.34*** 4.53***
(4.30) (5.38) (8.13)

BidAskb,t 14.91*** 18.17*** 19.17***
(5.93) (6.32) (5.56)

Bond Fixed Effects Y Y Y
ETF*Date Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Standard Errors 2-way Clustered by Bond and

Date
2 way Clustered by Bond and

Date
2 way Clustered by Bond and

Date
N 9,544,076 9,544,076 9,544,076
Adjusted R2 39.20% 43.05% 51.69%
Within F.E. R2 0.14% 0.20% 0.32%
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Table A2: Return Spread Dynamics Around Creation
β̂k estimated from RetSpreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + αt + γf + εf,t for select k are shown.

Dependent Variable
Spread Between Cumulative ETF and Benchmark Return

Up to Creation Through 1 Week After Creation Through 1 Month After Creation
RetSpreadf,t,−1 RetSpreadf,t,5 RetSpreadf,t,20

Creationf,t 4.76*** 0.58 -1.39***
(6.40) (1.63) (-3.28)

Fund Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Date Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Standard Errors 2 way Clustered by Fund and

Date
2 way Clustered by Fund and

Date
2 way Clustered by Fund and

Date
N 134,519 134,519 134,519
Adjusted R2 8.41% 8.53% 8.98%
Within F.E. R2 0.20% 0.00% 0.01%49



Table A3: NAV Spread Dynamics Around Creation Events
β̂k estimated from NAV Spreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + αt + γf + εf,t for select k are shown.

Dependent Variable
Spread Between Cumulative ETF and Benchmark Return

Up to Creation through 1 Week following Creation through 1 Month following Creation
NAVSpreadf,t,−1 NAVSpreadf,t,5 NAVSpreadf,t,20

Creationf,t -0.50 -0.16 -0.11
(-0.97) (-0.34) (-0.18)

Fund Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Date Fixed Effects Y Y Y
Standard Errors 2 way Clustered by Fund and

Date
2 way Clustered by Fund and

Date
2 way Clustered by Fund and

Date
N 134,519 134,519 134,519
Adjusted R2 12.84% 12.95% 13.32%
Within F.E. R2 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%50



Table A4: Return Spread Dynamics Around Creation Events while Controlling for Premiums
β̂k estimated from RetSpreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + βPPremiumf,t + αt + γf + εf,t for select k are plotted.

Dependent Variable
Spread Between Cumulative ETF and Benchmark Returns

through 1 Week following Creation through 1 Month following Creation
RetSpreadf,t,5 RetSpreadf,t,20

Creationf,t -1.06** -2.33***
(-2.11) (-3.54)

Premiumf,t -2244.59*** -3157.40***
(-9.45) (-10.15)

Fund Fixed Effects Y Y
Date Fixed Effects Y Y
Standard Errors 2-way Clustered by Fund and

Date
2 way Clustered by Fund and

Date
N 139,080 139,080
Adjusted R2 17.30% 19.10%
Within F.E. R2 9.78% 11.98%
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Table A5: NAV Spread Dynamics Around Creation Controlling For Premiums
β̂k estimated from NAV Spreadf,t,k = βkCreationf,t + βPPremiumf,t + αt + γf + εf,t for select k are plotted.

Dependent Variable
Spread Between Cumulative ETF and Benchmark Return

Through 1 Week After Creation Through 1 Month After Creation
NAVSpreadf,t,5 NAVSpreadf,t,20

Creationf,t -0.73*** -0.60*
(-2.98) (-1.76)

Premiumf,t 1083.44*** 1211.17***
(6.25) (7.32)

Fund Fixed Effects Y Y
Date Fixed Effects Y Y
Standard Errors 2 way Clustered by Fund and

Date
2 way Clustered by Fund and

Date
N 139,080 139,080
Adjusted R2 18.51% 15.99%
Within F.E. R2 4.76% 3.67%
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Figure 9: Return Spread Dynamics around Redemption Events
This figure plots β̂1k estimated using RetSpreadf,t,k = β1kRedemptionnf,t + β2kCreationf,t + αt + γf + εf,t for various k. The
figure also displays 95% CIs using standard errors clustered by fund and trading date. RetSpreadf,t,k is the cumulative difference
between ETF returns and the benchmark index cumulated through k days following the observation date: RetSpreadf,t,k =∏k

n=−22ETFRetf,t+n−
∏k

n=−22∆UnderlyingIndexf,t+n. For example, RetSpreadf,t,−1 is the cumulative difference between the
ETF and the index up to 1 day prior to observation (or share creation in the case of a creation event). Redemptionf,t is a
binary variable that takes the value of one if a fund’s shares outstanding decreased and zero otherwise. Creationf,t is a binary
variable that takes the value of one if a fund’s shares outstanding increased and zero otherwise. γt +αf are date and fund fixed
effects.
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